STUDENT DEMOGRAPHICS
Diversified Vocational College

7/1/2014-6/30/2015
FULL TIME STUDENTS—1136
PART-TIME STUDENTS—301

GENDER
FEMALE—858
MALE—579

FINANCIAL AID
PELL GRANT RECIPIENTS: 935
STUDENT LOAN RECIPIENTS:
SUBSIDIZED LOANS: 110; UNSUBSIDIZED LOANS: 91
SUBSIDIZED LOANS WITHOUT PELL GRANTS: 16
WITHOUT PELL GRANTS & SUBSIDIZED LOANS: 0

RACE/ETHNICITY
AMERICAN INDIAN/ALASKA NATIVE—2
ASIAN—48
BLACK OR AFRICAN-AMERICAN —319
HISPANIC—906
NATIVE HAWAIIAN OR PACIFIC ISLANDER—1
WHITE—68
TWO OR MORE RACES—85
UNKNOWN—8.

2014-2015 Data is for total students attending at some time during the year.